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Indict Hillary Clinton
Petition

By Wouldlike Change
Global Research, June 01, 2016
Change.org

Region: USA
Theme: Law and Justice

In-depth Report: U.S. Elections

Hillary Clinton should be immediately indicted for:

1.  Obstruction of justice.  If any average citizen lied to investigative officials, failed to turn
over evidence, provided only selective evidence,  they would be prosecuted to the full
extent of the law.  If any average military personnel with even the lightest of Security
Clearance was in breach as Clinton clearly was, they would be prosecuted.  Why are our
officials not held accountable for their actions?

2.  Spoliation of evidence.  If any average citizen wiped the hard drive after requests from
authorities  to  turn  it  over,  they  would  be  prosecuted.   Why  are  our  officials  not  held
accountable  for  their  actions?

3.  Violaton of Federal Records Act (perhaps willful).   Our officials agree to be accountable
when they hold office.  They also agree to comply with the Federal Records Act.  Why are
our officials not held accountable for their actions?

4.  Violation of Espionage Act (perhaps willful).  Our officials with Security Clearances agree
to hold sensitive information vital to our country’s security with strict restrictions.  Ignoring
these restrictions should be prosecuted in full, and not doing so is treason against every
American.  Why are our officials not held accountable for their actions?

The Clinton Foundation ties to weapons deals should also be thoroughly investigated.

To sign petition click here
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